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1 Look at the family tree. Then match A to B.  

   

  A  B 

 1. Harry and Betty have got ...... a. one child – a son. 

 2. Luke and Amy have got ...... b. three grandsons. 

 3. Betty is ...... c. Luke. 

 4. Jason has got ...... d. two sons and two daughters. 

 5. Karen and Sam have got ...... e. Karen. 

 6. Amy’s husband is ...... f. one cousin. 

 7. Ben’s aunt is ...... g. Anna and Polly. 

 8. Luke and Amy’s nieces are ...... h. Anna and Ben’s grandmother. 

2 Complete the sentences with the words below.   

wet  windy  cloudy  lightning  cold  snow  sunny 

 1. …………………… comes before thunder. 

 2. Look outside! Everything’s white! Let’s go and play in the …………………… . 

 3. The opposite of hot is …………………… . 

 4. It’s a beautiful summer day. It’s warm and …………………… . 

 5. It isn’t raining, but it’s very dark outside. It’s a …………………… day. 

 6. The opposite of dry is …………………… . 

 7. Wear a hat and a sweater. It’s cool and …………………… today. 

3 Choose the correct answers.   

 Lucas: 1. Where do / What do / Where is you live, Paul?  

 Paul: I live in Manchester. It’s a big city.  

 Lucas: Oh! 2. Where / What / Why is your favourite team?  

 Paul: Manchester United is my favourite team.  

 Lucas: 3. Who is / What does / Who does playing against Manchester United tomorrow?  

Harry Betty 

Luke Amy Karen Sam 

Ben Jason Dan Anna Polly 



 Paul: Liverpool. I hope United play 4. good / well / better than last week. They played 

very  

  5. bad / badly / worse than last week. Where are you from, Lucas?  

 Lucas: I’m from Sweden. I live near Stockholm.  

 Paul: 6. What / What do / What is you do in the winter there?  

 Lucas: My favourite sport is skiing and I ski very 7. fast / faster / faster than! No one skis  

  8. fast / as fast as / less faster than me in my family.  

 Paul: Who 9. does ski / ski / skis in your family? Does everyone in Sweden ski?  

 Lucas: Everyone in my family skis. My 85-year-old grandfather still skis, but he does it  

  10. seriously / less seriously than / as seriously as he used to. 

4 Complete the questions for the words in bold.   

 1. Who  ...........................................................................................  ? 

  Vishal and Puneeta live in New Delhi.  

 2. Where  ........................................................................................  ? 

  Themba moved to South Africa.  

 3. How often ..................................................................................  ? 

  I study French twice a week.  

 4. What  ..........................................................................................  ? 

  The rain is making that noise.  

 5. What  ..........................................................................................  ? 

  Vishal plays cricket with his friends. 

 

 


